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Acoustic navigation of a large-aperture array 
Barbara J. Sotirin and John A. Hildebrand 
Marine Physical Laboratory. Scripps Institution of Oceanography. University of California, San Diego, 
La Jolla. California 92093 

(Received 11 April 1989; accepted for publication 4 August 1989) 

Acoustic travel time measurements were used to navigate the elements of a large-aperture (900 
m) acoustic array. Array navigation system performance was evaluated during a vertical 
deployment in the northeast Pacific from the Research Platform FLIP. A network of bottom- 
moored acoustic transponders were interrogated from FLIP and their 12-kHz replies were 
detected by receivers at 75-m intervals along the array. A nonlinear least-squares algorithm 
was used to estimate FLIP and array element positions from the travel time measurements. 
The FLIP positions derived from this procedure agreed with positions obtained from global 
positioning system (GPS) satellite navigation to within a 10-m rms error. Navigated positions 
for FLIP were internally consistent with a 0.5-m mean rms error and standard deviation of 1.1 
m, and, for an array element, were consistent with a 2.8-m mean rms error and standard 
deviation of 0.8 m. The resulting time series of array and FLIP motions were analyzed with 
respect to wind, tidal, and internal wave forcing functions. Wind and tidal forcing had the 
greatest influence on FLIP motion, whereas array motion was governed by FLIP movement, 
tides, and higher frequency sources. Low-frequency array motion, with periods on the order of 
hours, was a result of FLIP towing the array over a horizontal range of 300 m in response to 
the wind and the semidiurnal tidal oscillations; the array remained within a 30-m horizontal 
range of FLIP's position. Higher frequency array motion had apparent internal wave and 
surface-coupled components. The array shape was primarily straight and nearly vertical, to 
within approximately a 2 ø tilt, responding as a simple pendulum with small displacements. 

PACS numbers: 43.30.Tg, 43.30.Pc 

INTRODUCTION 

Large-aperture arrays produce high-resolution direc- 
tional information by coherently combining signals from in- 
dividual array elements. Estimates of array shape and ele- 
ment position are required because of the dependence of 
signal phase on element location. Navigation of such an ar- 
ray in the ocean requires a known reference system in a spa- 
tially and temporally varying environment. 

A 900-m, 120-element low-frequency acoustic array has 
been developed by the Marine Physical Laboratory.' The 
array is capable ofbeing deployed either horizontally or ver- 
tically up to an ocean depth of 6000 m. Navigation of the 
array is an important part of its operational requirements, 
and the subsystem implemented to perform the navigation 
must meet design specifications. The position accuracy re- 
quired is on the order of a a few meters, the duration of 
deployment is on the order of a few months, an operating 
range of up to 10 km must be viable, the size and cost of the 
system must be manageable, and the sampling rate must be 
sufficient to resolve array dynamics due to water currents, 
tides, wind, and internal waves. 

Techniques commonly used in ocean positioning sys- 
tems are based on mechanical, electromagnetic, or acoustic 
signals? Mechanical positioning devices capable oftbe accu- 
racy required include inertial systems, pressure sensors, tilt 
meters, measuring rods, and sound-velocity meters. The cost 
and size requirements of instrumenting a 900-m array with 
such sensors is prohibitive, although pressure sensors would 
be valuable for depth positioning in combination with an 

alternative method for lateral positioning. Electromagnetic 
systems are either surface systems whose signals are highly 
attenuated in water, but are useful in determining the posi- 
tion of a surface vessel [e.g., global positioning system 
(GPS) ], or pulsed laser systems, which are currently under 
development and may eventually be effective within a 1-kin 
range. The technique most easily adapted to a large-aperture 
array deployed in the water column is acoustic navigation. 
Such systems measure the travel time of acoustic energy be- 
tween two points in the ocean, are capable of resolving a few 
meters over a 10-kin range, and are cost effective and physi- 
cally manageable. Based on these considerations, an acoustic 
navigation subsystem was implemented as an integral part of 
the array. 

This paper describes the array acoustic navigation sys- 
tem and its operation during a vertical deployment from re- 
search platform FLIP in the northeast Pacific during Sep- 
tember 1987. We describe the hardware system and 
acquisition of travel time measurements and associated er- 
rors, the nonlinear least-squares estimation of array spatial 
positions, and the analysis of FLIP and array time-varying 
positions during the deployment. 

I. TRAVEL TIME MEASUREMENTS 

Acoustic travel time measurements provide range infor- 
mation between the array and a set of fixed transponders. 
Ranges to three or more transponders are required to calcu- 
late FLIP position and array position and shape. The naviga- 
tion hardware consisted of three bottom-moored acoustic 
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transponders, two transmit/receive timing units mounted 
on FLIP (one used for FLIP navigation and the other used 
for array navigation), an interrogator/receiver located at 
the bottom of FLIP, and 12-kHz acoustic detectors distrib- 

uted along the array. At a known time, a,n interrogation sig- 
nal is transmitted from FLIP. This signal triggers a tran- 
sponder reply, which is then detected by the array or the 
FLIP receiver systems. The travel times between the tran- 
sponders, FLIP, and the array detectors determine array 
position and shape. 

During the September 1987 experiment, three naviga- 
tion transponders were moored in 4700 m of water distribut- 
ed as a 1.4-nmi. equilateral triangle. FLIP's position was 
maintained in the middle of the transponder network by a 
three-point moor (Fig. ! ). The transponders were deployed 
by a surface support ship operating a GPS satellite naviga- 
tion receiver for absolute positional information. The tran- 
sponders were equipped with anchors (175 kg) to secure 
them to the ocean floor and to constrain the horizontal 
movement during descent (sink rate of approximately I m/ 
s). Once anchored, they were buoyed up above the anchor 
on 100-m lines with 130 kg of hard floats to limit horizontal 
movement and to insure a well-separated bottom bounce. 
They operate by detecting a unique interrogation frequency 
and answer with a 3-ms reply at 12 kHz with a source level of 
190 dB re: 1/•Pa at 1 m. The recognition delay time is 0.5-3 
ms, depending upon the signal-to-noise ratio of the interro- 
gation pulse. 3 Due to the proximity of FLIP, the absence of 
other local high-frequency ambient noise sources, and the 

manual control of the signal level on the interrogator, a con- 
stant delay time of less than I ms was assumed. 

The interrogation pulse was sent from a transceiver 
mounted on the bottom of FLIP (90 m in depth). The pulse 
level was adjusted manually above the ambient noise for con- 
sistent transponder replies. The pulse was triggered by either 
a chart recorder to navigate FLIP or by an interrogation 
circuit to navigate the array. The chart recorder trace, set on 
a 1-s sweep rate, displayed the 12-kHz transponder reply 
amplitudes in a 500-Hz band with a transmit/receive delay 
time of 0. I ms. Each transponder was interrogated individu- 
ally to facilitate identification and transmitted a reply pulse 
once per second for 45 s. Since the FLIP transducer was also 
used as an interrogator for the array navigation system, only 
one system was operable at a time; consequently, the FLIP 
navigation data were recorded only once an hour during the 
sea test. Round-trip travel times for navigating FLIP were 
measured by hand from the chart recorder output with an 
estimated rms error of 2-3 ms. 

The 900-m array was deployed vertically from FLIP 
with a 420-kg weight attached to maintain a nearly vertical 
orientation. The array navigation subsystem was composed 
of 12 hydrophones with 75-m spacing monitored by 12 indi- 
vidually programmable processors. Each of the 12 proces- 
sors contained tuned navigation receivers designed to detect 
the 12-kHz transponder reply in a 200-Hz band with a -- 6- 
dB minimum signal-to-noise ratio. Once per minute the 
transceiver on FLIP sent out four continuous wave (cw) 
pulses: three transponder interrogation pulses at unique fre- 

(2400. 32O0. 90) 

ARRAY 

/ 
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(2600. 797. 4575} // 
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BLUE 

4128,4771,4575) 

x 

FIG. 1. Navigation overview. The navigation sys- 
tem consists of three bottom-moored transpon- 
ders in an equilateral triangle about FLIP and the 
vertical array. The transponders are designated 
by color: red, green, and blue. The initial xyz co- 
ordinates of the transponders and of the FLIP in- 
terrogator are indicated. 
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quencies, followed by a 12-kHz pulse for depth ranging. The 
12-kHz transponder replies (3 ms) and the 12-kHz depth 
ranging pulse from FLIP ( 10 ms) were recorded in series as 
a 1-bit output, every 0.4 ms, by each of the array navigation 
receivers? The interrogation sequence clock was synchro- 
nized with the array time base and recorded every 128 ms. 

To calculate the travel time, the time of the transponder 
return must be determined relative to the time of the interro- 

gation. The signal that initiated the interrogation sequence 
was found by linear interpolation of the interrogation se- 
quence clock. The leading edge of the return pulse was found 
by recreating each of the navigation receiver time series, and 
correlating these binary time series with a pulse replica that 
depended upon array receiver noise and level of detection. A 
l-s time interval of the normalized correlation output from 
each array section is shown for each transponder in Fig. 2. 
The correlated arrival across the array of each transponder 
reply is evident; interference and noise are also evident. To 
reduce the chances of detecting a noise spike or multipath 
return rather than the direct transponder reply, a window 
was invoked, for each expected return, during which time 
the data were considered valid, as shown by the small x's in 
Fig. 2. The window was allowed to track the replies as the 
arrival time shifted with array movement. The travel time 
from the transponder to the array is the difference between 
the departure time of the interrogation pulse and the arrival 

(a) RED TRANSPONDER STARTING AT 5850 ms AFTER ROLLOVER SUFFER 

(b) GREEN TRANSPONDER V•LID DATA WINDO•V STARTING AT •020 ms AFTER SUFFER 

Od NO•SE 

(C) BLUE TRANSPONDER VALID DATA WtNDOW 
STAI•I'ING AT 6225 ms AFTER SUFFER 

1 

(d) FLIP TRANSPONDER STARTING AT 220 ms AFTER BUFFER 
F d F m 

0 0'2 0'4 0'6 0'8 1 '0 
seconds 

FIG. :2. Travel time acquisition. The 12. array navigation receivers each de- 
tect four pulses during a 65.$35-s navigation cycle. The normalized corre- 
lated receiver outputs are shown during a ]-s interval bracketing each detec- 
tion. The top trace represents the output of the top receiver, followed in 
sequence by the deeper receivers. The first three panels, (a)-(c), represent 
the detected direct replies of the three transponders (shown as R,,G• and 
B• ), arriving at the deepest receiver first and travelin• up through the water 
column to the shallower receivers. The last panel (d) shows the detection of 
the direct arrival F a of the 12-kHz pulse transmitted from FLIP traveling 
down the array, with a surface reflection F• arriving about 120 ms after the 
direct pulse. The small X's represent the valid data window. The start time 
is indicated at the top of each panel. 

time of the transponder reply at the leading edge of the corre- 
lated signal, minus the travel time from FLIP to the tran- 
sponder and the constant system delay times. 

The accuracy of the travel time measurements from the 
bottom transponders to the array was dependent upon fac- 
tors which affected all receivers similarly as well as factors 
which varied with each array receiver. The factors with simi- 
lar effect were: (a) the ambient ocean noise in the 12-kHz 

band, which has a typical level of 30-40 dB///•Pa/•, and 
(b) the transponder performance, which introduced timing 
errors. 4 The factors that varied with receiver were: (a) the 
drift in the array clock phase lock loop circuitry, • which 
introduces small sampling time errors, (b) the FLIP-to- 
transponder travel time measurement error (the resultant 
error in array-to-transponder range increases as depth de- 
creases) of order 1.5 ms, and (c) the noise and detection 
threshold of the array receivers. The variation in receiver 
error 4 is confined for the most part to a mismatch in detec- 
tion threshold due to the temperature sensitivity of the capa- 
citors and high failure rate of the inductors in the tuned 
navigation filters. This variation was estimated at 2 ms dur- 
ing laboratory tests of the frequency sensitivity of the tuned 
filters and by examining the length of the transponder re- 
plies. Estimated accuracy for the array travel time measure- 
ments depends upon the receiver and the depth of the array, 
but is typically 2-3 ms. The accuracy of the depth measure- 
ments is affected by the ambient ocean noise, the transmitter 
and detector noise, the detection threshold, and the strength 
of the transmission. Measurement error in the travel times 

corresponding to array depth is estimated, by calculating the 
mean standard deviation in ten sample segments, to be < 1 
ms. 

II. POSITION ESTIMATION 

In this section we determine where the three bottom 

transponders, the FLIP transceiver, and the array elements 
are in three-dimensional space using the travel times de- 
scribed in the previous section. The general problem of fit- 
ting model functions and parameters (spatial positions) to 
data (travel.times) appears in many areas of applied science: 
as parameter estimation, regression analysis, inverse prob- 
lems, filtering, process identification, and as an optimization 
problem in numerical analysis. Noise in the travel time mea- 
surements demands that sufficient data be collected to over- 

determine the solution, requiring some kind of approxima- 
tion method. 

To approximate the solution, an optimization problem 
is defined to minimize differences between model predic- 
tions and actual measurements. The function relating pre- 
dictions and measurements is determined by the problem 
structure and the error distribution. One approach is to 
minimize the differences with respect to a matrix norm. 
Analytically, the most viable choice is the la norm resulting 
in the familiar least-squares solution. If the errors are inde- 
pendent and distributed normally with a constant standard 
deviation, then the l• norm coincides with the maximum- 
likelihood solution. The least-squares solution magnifies the 
effect of large errors, and if the error distribution contains 
many outliers, the 1• norm solution as described by Gill et 
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alfi and implemented by Duckworth 6 is an attractive alter- 
native. Although the 1• solution is more robust in terms of 
outliers, these errors continue to affect the solution, and if 
possible, the source of the large errors should be identified 
and removed. 

The navigation problem discussed here has been imple- 
mented in terms of the least-squares method. The transpon- 
der net was localized separately to allow accurate real-time 
array navigation. The FLIP travel time measurements used 
for the transponder localization are very consistent and pos- 
sess no large errors, having been selected and verified by 
hand. A priori knowledge of array measurement errors did 
not justify deviation from the assumed normal distribution. 
In the remainder of this section, a general description of the 
least-squares formulation is followed by the specific details 
of implementation for the array navigation problem. The 
effect of specific types of errors are simulated, and results are 
presented. 

A. Least-squares formulation 

The FLIP, array, and transponder positions were esti- 
mated by a nonlinear least-squares method. The problem is 
to find the set of model parameters (spatial positions), given 
a set of measurements (travel times) plus noise. The least- 
squares estimator identifies a realistic set of parameters by 
minimizing the sum of the squared errors, with an error de- 
fined by the difference between the model estimate and the 
measurement. For the set of measured data o•. (travel 
times), and the set of parameters a• (spatial positions) that 
determine the model estimate 0k (a•;j = I,N) (referred to as 
• or 0k ), the least-squares formulation is written as 

minimize(F(9;a) = • •R N %' k= I 0 '2 

= (v -- •)rR-•(v-- •)), (1) 

where the measurement errors are uncorrelated with identi- 

cal variances o a and R is oaI. The error function F(•;a) 
(designated as F), is minimized when the gradient g of F 
with respect to the model parameters is zero: 

O•F rR_ I o• g= ---- 2(v-- •) =0. (2) 

In general, a closed-formed (one-step) least-squares so- 
lution exists, provided the set of equations is linear. For the 
array navigation problem, however, the nonlinear mapping 
from measurement space to parameter space necessitates an 
iterative implementation. One such implementation is to ap- 
proximate the smooth nonlinear functions described by F 
with a linear form of the Taylor's series expansion about an 
initial position at. In the immediate neighborhood of a t , 

F(9;a+hp) =F(•;a,) + i hp• 0F I (3) j = I •jaj a t ' 
where h is a scalar, and p is a direction vector guiding the 
search for a minimum. In terms of the iteration step the 
notation may be written 

F.+• =F.+ h.g.rp. (4) 

where g, is the gradient of F at i.. An acceptable minimum 
for F is obtained by calculating the estimate • from an initial 
"best guess" for the parameters a•, then developing a pre- 
scription which improves this initial guess, updating the pa- 
rameters until specified convergence criteria are satisfied. A 
typical prescription to search for this minimum is to calcu- 
late 9 from a•, F, from v and 9•, and complete the following 
steps: 

( 1 ) Compute a vector p,, which is the search direction. 
(2) Compute a scalar step length h,. 
(3) Update the estimate of the parameters. Set 

an4- I 4.-. an -• hn p., followed by n ,- n + l, such that the cur- 
rent error function is now F.. 

(4) Test for convergence. Calculate the forward prob- 
lem, which determines current estimates •. of the measure- 
ments v from current estimates of the parameters a.. Evalu- 
ate F• and F. • with respect to the convergence criteria. If 
the conditions for convergence are satisfied, the current val- 
ue of a. is considered the solution; if not, iterate by returning 
to step ( I ). 

To implement this prescription, the choice of conver- 
gence criteria, search direction, and step length must be con- 
sidered; particular choices relating to array navigation will 
be specified in the following section. In an optimization 
problem, the value at the minimum is generally not known, 
and convergence criteria must be developed to bound the 
number of iterations while insuring that the resulting solu- 
tion is sufficiently close to the real minimum. Specific crite- 
ria are defined by evaluating the magnitude of the gradient, 
the magnitude of the squared error, and the relative decrease 
in squared error with respect to acceptable tolerances 6• as 
follows: 

F• <•_,, (5) 

0<F, _ • -- F, < 6•, 

number of iterations > 1/64. 

Combinations of the above criteria determine convergence. 
The rate of convergence depends on the specific minimiza- 
tion algorithm, the initial estimates, and the error surface. 
The resulting minimum point could be either global or local. 
In general, there are no sure methods for finding global mini- 
ma; so the accuracy of the initial guess is important. 

Consider the iterative step in the direction of search p,. 
In the univariate case, the only possible directions are posi- 
tive or negative. As the number of dimensions increases, 
even to two, the number of possible directions is theoretical- 
ly infinite. Search direction procedures are typically direct 
search methods or gradient search methods with the con- 
straint that p, be a descent directiori. Iterative search proce- 
dures having the general form of Eq. (4) lend themselves 
easily to gradient search methods. To define the gradient 
search, ifg, is nonzero, there must exist a vector p, such that 
g•rp• < 0. If p• is defined as -- g, and the gradient is non- 
zero, this direction is clearly a descent direction; the algo- 
rithm is recognized as the steepest descent method. It fol- 
lows from Eq. (4) that, for any small positive step size h, 
F, + • < F,. Since p, is in the direction of decreasing F, con- 
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vergence is guaranteed provided h, is chosen so that F is 
"sufficiently decreased" at each iteration. To be appropriate, 
h, must be small enough to locate the minimum precisely 
and satisfy the immediate neighborhood constraint of Eq. 
(4), and at the same time large enough to search efficiently. 
The existence of guaranteed convergence. of the algorithm 
does not imply that convergence will be achieved in an ac- 
ceptable number of iterations. A common method used to 
define h is to follow the steepest descent gradient for the 
current iteration to a minimum. This dictates that the next 

search direction be nearly orthogonal to the current direc- 
tion g•rp, + • -• 0. It has been shown that the directions gener- 
ated by this method asymptotically converge to only two 
directions for many problems, 7 increasing the number of 
iterations immensely. This situation may be avoided by con- 
straining the step size to be less than that required to reach 
the minimum in the current search direction. Although the 
rate of convergence of the steepest descent algorithm is 
known to be less than other methods, 5 the method is numeri- 
cally stable and produces efficient results for the navigation 
problem considered here. 

B. Implementation 

We discuss implementation of the general nonlinear 
least-squares method described above for the transponder 
and array navigation. The ingredients required for a least- 
squares problem are: ( 1 ) the measurements v (travel time 
detected at the array and at FLIP); (2) the initial estimates 
of the model parameters a represented by FLIP, array, and 
transponder xyz positions; (3) the mapping function from 
measurement space to parameter space which calculates the 
estimates i from the parameters a; and (4) the measurement 
errors •. Although the general prescription is the same for 
the transponder localization and for the FLIP/array local- 
ization, there are differences in the implementation. In the 
following, the explicit inputs and implementation of the 
transponder localization are specified and the differences re- 
lating to FLIP and the array are discussed separately. 

L Transponder localization 

The two-way travel times between FLIP and the tran- 
sponders were used for transponder xy position estimation. 
Normally, data from an extensive surface ship survey would 
be available for localizing the transponders? '9 Although 
such a survey was conducted during the experiment, the data 
were not complete due to extreme noise levels of the surface 
ship; instead data recorded by the FLIP navigation system 
were used. The FLIP data set defines a survey configuration 
that is not optimal; however, the extended time series and 
low errors of the FLIP measurements increase their reliabil- 
ity over the other available data sets. The unconventional 
geometry of these measurements imparts a rotational sym- 
metry to the problem, as FLIP was moored in the center of a 
roughly equilateral triangle defined by the transponder posi- 
tions. This physical constraint limits the amount of indepen- 
dent xy information which is contained in the measurements 
and tends to destabilize the problem. Our results were 
achieved by choosing well-constrained initial estimates of 
the xyz positions described below, by fixing the z component 

during the xy iteration, and by perturbing the FLIP posi- 
tions independently of the transponder positions. Although 
the discussion of the general least-squares method was de- 
scribed in terms of measured and estimated travel times, the 
actual implementation described here was in terms of hori- 
zontal ranges. Describing the implementation in terms of the 
variables introduced in Eqs. ( 1 ) and (2), the model param- 
eters aj ,j = 1,N are the x and y positions of the FLIP trans- 
ceiver and the three bottom transponders; these x andy posi- 
tions define the horizontal projection of the slant range from 
a specified transponder to FLIP which is designated 
k = I,M. The measured travel times are converted to hori- 
zontal projections designated vk, k = 1,M, using the sound- 
speed profile and the fixed z components as shown below. 
The number of horizontal projections, M, is 3 for the FLIP 
perturbations and 424 for the transponder perturbations. 

The conversion from the time domain to the space do- 
main is dependent on the sound-speed profile between the 
specified depths. Assuming a constant sound speed and 
therefore a straight-line path, and expanding the v•'s for 
illustrative purposes, the measured travel time is related to 
the xyz position as 

measured travel time = • (slant range), 

slant range [(x,-xr)2+(y,-yr)2+(z,-z•)2] ", 
(6) 

horizontal projections = [ ( slant range) • - (•Sz) • ] '/• 

= [(x,--x•)2+ (y,-y•)•] •/•, 
Uk = •k, 

where c is the sound speed, x,, y,, z, represent the transmit- 
ter position, and x,, y,, z, represent the receiver position. 
Sound speed is not constant in the ocean environment, and a 
varying sound-speed profile refracts acoustic energy; how- 
ever, under certain conditions the harmonic mean, defined 
below, may be used with minimal error. To estimate the trav- 
el time differences due to refraction effects, the configuration 
parameters of the September experiment were specified and 
employed as inputs to the generic sonar model (GSM). •ø 
The GSM used generalized ray theory to calculate the ray 
path and travel time between a transmitter-receiver pair by 
assuming a sound-speed profile with layers of constant gra- 
dient. The simulation results are presented in Table I, which 
shows the travel time between an estimated transponder po- 
sition and the array for a 12-kHz signal as a function of 
range, depth, and sound-speed profile. The first column 
(right of the double vertical bar) represents the results gen- 
erated by assuming a constant sound speed of 1500 m/s 
throughout the water column. The second column was cal- 
culated using Eq. (8) shown below, with historical values of 
temperature and salinity versus depth for the area covering 
the experiment site and at the same time of year. • • The third 
column used the harmonic mean, calculated by numerical 
integration of the layered sound-speed profile over depth to 
estimate travel time which is then converted to speed: 

/fz c = (zr - zo ) (7) 
T C(z) 

The C(z) profile used in the equation above is shown in Fig. 
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TABLE I. Sound-speed impact on travel time predictions. 

Horizontal Receiver 

range depth 
(m) (m) 

2OOO 90 
26OO 

2OOO 4OO 
2600 

30OO 

5OOO 

1OO3O 

2600 1600 

2600 2800 

Travel time versus sound speed, depth, and range: 4573-m source depth, 12 kHz 
GSM travel time predictions using 

Constant Historic Harmonic 

profile ( i 500 m/s) profile mean Deep ctd 
(s) (s) (s) (s) 

3.2724 3.2740 3.2733 3.2733 
3.4546 3.4563 3.4556 3.4555 

3.0848 3.0839 3.0834 3.0833 
3.2774 3.2765 3.2759 3.2758 

...... 3.4243 3.4241 

...... 4.3387 4.3382 

...... 7.2181 7.2152 

2.6325 2.6184 2.6175 2.6174 

1.0972 1.0726 1.0717 1.0716 

3 and was calculated using the Unesco equations •2 relating 
conductiv{ty to practical salinity, sound speed to salinity, 
temperature and pressure, and pressure to depth. The con- 
ductivity, temperature, and pressure measurements were ob- 
tained from a surface ship on Julian day 267 at 2243 GMT 
within I nmi. of the FLIP location. Sound-speed profiles in 
the ocean are typically very stable below the thermocline 

42O kg 
weighl 

__-Pll H4 
NAVIGATION"'"' • 
RECEIVERS •H5 

H6 

H7 

Pll 

1480 1490 1500 1510 1520 1530 1540 

VELOCITY, meters/second 

FIG. 3. Array navigation receivers and sound-speed profiles. The array was 
deployed at three nominal depths during the September 1987 experiment. 
The sound-speed profile is used in the conversion from travel times to spa- 
tial position. This profile was calculated from CTD data (0-4900-m depth) 
and is shown with three profiles calculated from XBT data (0-700-m 
depth) chosen to illustrate the variatibn in sound speed in the upper ocean 
layer. The navigation data from one receiver per array section (HS) were 
recorded during the experiment. 

over the time period of the sea test. The diversity in tempera- 
ture at the surface, however, imparts temporal variations in 
the sound-speed profile. Temperature measurements were 
acquired from expendable bathythermograph (XBT) casts 
deployed from FLIP twice a day throughout the experiment. 
Temperature data were converted to sound speed and deci- 
mated to maintain compatibility with program inputs. This 
conversion utilized historical salinity data • i and was imple- 
mented by means of the following equation]3: 

c = 1449.2 + 4.6T-- 0.055T • + 0.000 29T 3 

+ (1.34--0.107') ($--35) + 0.016z, (8) 

where c = sound speed (m/s), T= temperature (øC), S 
= salinity(ppt), and z = depth(m). The maximum differ- 

ence in the harmonic mean due to time variation in surface 

temperatures was about 1.5 m/s (0.1% of the mean speed). 
This affects the predicted travel time from a transponder to a 
receiver at 90 m by about 3 ms (5 m). An error in the sound- 
speed correction of the measurements translates into a larger 
array element rms error, but does not subgtantial_ly affect the 
estimated position due to the nearly equilateral triangle sys- 
tem configuration. Due to possible inaccuracies in the abso- 
lute XBT measurements, and the robust nature of the system 
configuration to errors in sound speed, the profile was con- 
sidered constant over time and equal to the CTD calcula- 
tions. The fourth column in Table I incorporates refraction 
effects due to changes in the sound-speed profile C(z) de- 
scribed above. The predictions generated by the GSM indi- 
cate that, for the geometrical configuration of the September 
experiment shown in Fig. 4, the error in travel time by as- 
suming a straight-line path with a constant average sound 
speed is 0.1 ms; therefore, using the harmonic mean of the 
sound-speed profile introduces a negligible error (0.15 m ) in 
the array positions. 

GPS satellite positions at FLIP and the surface ship dur- 
ing transponder deployment provided the initial estimates of 
the transponder xy positions to within tens of meters. The 
clement weather that prevailed during the deployment and 
the negative buoyancy of the transponders (sink rate of • 1 
m/s) constrained the final transponder positions. Initial 
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transponder depths were estimated by subtracting the tran- 
sponder anchor line length from the echo-sounding depth 
measured at FLIP. The assumption that the seafloor is fiat in 
the immediate area of FLIP was corroborated by bottom- 
mounted Swallow floats deployed approximately 2 nmi from 
FLIP. Preliminary Swallow float depth estimates were with- 
in 15 m of the depth measured at FLIP.•4 

Once the ingredients for the least-squares method have 
been accumulated, the xy positions are adjusted until the 
root-mean-squared (rms) error satisfies the convergence 
criteria described below. This is accomplished in several 
steps by first maintaining constant transponder positions 
and perturbing the FLIP positions to minimize errors, then 
holding the current FLIP positions constant while perturb- 
ing the transponder positions to minimize errors, then exam- 
ining the mean-squared error of each FLIP position to deter- 
mine (via a user parameter) whether it should be preserved 
as a viable contributor, and, finally, repeating the entire pro- 
cedure until the convergence criteria are satisfied. The per- 
turbation adjustment is calculated with the search direction 
p defined as the negative gradient. The step size is a constant 
( 1.5 m) unless the rms error is less than 1 m, at which time 
the step size begins to decrease; as the minimum is ap- 
proached, the step size is calculated as a function of the per- 
cent change in iterated rms error. The convergence criteria 
are defined as follows: an absolute rms error less than 0.15 m, 
a 0.15% change in the iterated rms error, or a maximum of 
30 iterations. A typical number of loop iterations required 
for the convergence of the September data set were 3 for each 
inner loop and 5 for the entire procedure, the repetition fac- 
tor depending on the user parameters. A detailed description 
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FIG. 4. Spatial configuration for navigation during the September 1987 sea 
test. The estimated positions of FLIP and the three bottom transponders 
(red, green, and blue) measured hourly over 18 days are shown in plan 
view. The FLIP mooring lines are represented by arrows, and the slant 
range (s) and horizontal projection of the slant range (h) are indicated in 
meters from an arbitrary FLIP xy position (2400, 3200). Transponder ba- 
seline distances are indicated in meters. 

of the software implementation and its usage is document- 
ed. 4 

The transponder depths were iterated manually by min- 
imizing the magnitude and dispersion ofrms error across the 
array. Increasing rms errors across the array was shown by 
the simulations in the following section to be an indication of 
potential transponder depth error. The FLIP database used 
to navigate the transponders was sampled during tidal peaks 
to discern whether there was any transponder movement 
due to tidal forces. No appreciable difference was observed, 
and transponder movement is assumed to be negligible. 

2. FLIP and array element localization 

The localization procedure for FLIP and the array is 
essentially the same as just described for the transponders. 
With the transponder positions known, the FLIP and array 
element navigation may be calculated in real time. 

The initial xy positions for FLIP and the array elements 
were estimated from GPS positions after FLIP was moored 
(Julian day 255). Because FLIP's position was maintained 
by a three-point moor, the same initial xy position was used 
for each FLIP position throughout the test. If the initial xy 
position must be estimated without GPS, or if the receiver is 
not moored, a geometric estimate may be obtained from the 
transponder slant ranges. The depths of the array elements 
were measured to within 1.5 m by the 12-kHz transmitter 
mounted on the bottom of FLIP. The 12-kHz signal was 
received by each navigation receiver without exception; 
however, there were indications of slight interference in the 
variability of the arrival time of the resulting correlated out- 
put. The array was deployed under 420 kg of tension to 
maintain verticality and constrain the depth parameter. A 
1.5-m error in array depth, because this input is a fixed pa- 
rameter in an equilateral configuration, translates into less 
than 0.5 m of error in the xy positions of the array, but 
changes the rms error by as much as 2.5 m. 

The noise in the travel times measured at the array is 
greater than the noise in the hand-picked data measured at 
FLIP. To improve the data quality, various averaging, 
thresholding, and interpolation schemes were incorporated 
in the processing software. Should a receiver not detect a 
return, or if the detected return is not within specified 
thresholds for range and depth variability, various interpola- 
tion/extrapolation software options may be specified. Prior 
to the least-squares iterations, the data may be smoothed 
with a running average filter. The travel time measured at 
the array represents the time from FLIP to the transponder 
to the array. Therefore, to acquire the transponder-to-array 
travel time required by the least-squares procedure, the 
FLIP-to-transponder travel time (measured at FLIP once 
an hour) is interpolated and subtracted from the travel time 
measured at the array (approximately once per minute). 

C. Simulations 

Simulations were conducted to examine the array posi- 
tion sensitivity to errors in the transponder and FLIP posi- 
tions. The spatial configuration shown in Fig. 4 simulates the 
September sea test; FLIP is centrally located in the tran- 
sponder network (identified by colors), and the array is di- 
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rectly under FLIP. The transponders, FLIP, and the array 
are initially assigned to known positions with slant ranges as 
shown. Individual transponder positions were perturbed, 
and the resulting array shape and relative errors were exam- 
ined. These tests were conducted first with the array in a 
vertical orientation; that is, the array element xy positions 
were identical to those of FLIP, and then with the array 
straight but tilted 2* vertically at 225* azimuth. Zero mean 
Gaussian random errors (o a = 3 m) were added to the array 
travel times with no appreciable changes. The final simula- 
tion configuration perturbed the FLIP position. Because the 
array measures travel times of rays which originate at FLIP, 
errors in the FLIP parameters map into array positional er- 
rors. 

The simulations provide an understanding not only of 
the error magnitudes but also of their dispersion across the 
array. With a + 25-m perturbation in the x ory transponder 
positions, the effect on the initially vertical array is a hori- 
zontal translation in the direction of the transponder with no 
relative array positional errors. If an error is introduced in 
the z transponder position, the array is translated and tilted. 
Figure 5(a) shows the effect on the array as the blue tran- 
sponder is perturbed by 100-m errors individually in x, y, 
and z, and finally simultaneous 100-m errors in x, y, and z. 
Figure 5(b) shows the effect of transponder depth errors. 
Each transponder depth was increased and decreased indi- 
vidually by 10 and 25 m. The dot in the center of the figure is 
the navigated FLIP and array positions with no input errors; 
with a decrease in transponder depth, the input slant range 
appears to be too long, and the array is translated in a direc- 
tion away from the transponder (notated by O's on the plot) 
and tilted slightly. An increase in transponder depth oper- 
ates similarly except in a direction toward the transponder 
(notated by X's on the plot). The results of the simulations 
for the positive perturbations with an initially straight verti- 
cal array are compiled in Table II. The columns indicate 
which parameter has been perturbed and the amount of the 
perturbation, the translation and percent change in range 
calculated for the FLIP position, system tilt, and position 
rms [x/• in Eq. (1)]. The rms error is shown as a single 
number if the difference in error across the array was less 
than 0.1 m; when two numbers are shown, they indicate the 
error at FLIP and the bottom element of the array. By exam- 
ining the FLIP translation and rms error for the x and y 
perturbations in Table II, it is clear that the x position is 
controlled by the red and blue transponders, and the y posi- 
tion is controlled by the green and blue transponders (Fig. 
4). The difference in rms error between the three transpon- 
ders reflects the percent deviation from original slant range. 
The dispersion in rms error was used to iterate the transpon- 
der depth. This can be seen, for example, in the results of the 
red depth perturbation which yields an rms error at FLIP of 
18.13 m, monotonically decreasing to 13.48 m at the bottom 
of the array. The array and FLIP positions are more sensi- 
tive to errors in transponder depth (60%-70% of perturb a- 
tion) than to errors in transponder horizontal (xy) position 
( < 35% of perturbation). To demonstrate this sensitivity 
dichotomy, with FLIP at a known position x,y from a tran- 
sponder, the FLIP translation Tz due to an error •5 z in tran- 
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FIG. 5. Error simulation results. The effect of errors in the transponder 
positions on the shape and position of FLIP and the array are shown in plan 
view. (a) Effect on the FLIP and the array as the blue transponder is per- 
turbed in x, y, and z. (b) FLIP and array positions as a function of transpon- 
der depth error. 

sponder depth, and the translation Txy due to errors •Sx and 
•Sy in transponder xy position are 

Tz = h - s sin{cos-l[ (d + •5 z )/s] ), (9) 
Try =: h -- [ (x --/ix) 2 + (y -- (Sy) 2 ] ,/2, (10) 

where h and s are the horizontal and slant ranges, respective- 
ly (Fig. 4), d is the difference in depth between the base of 
FLIP and the transponder, x is the component of h in the i 
direction, and y is the component of h in the .0 direction. 
FLIP is constrained by the experimental configuration to 
move approximately along the line defined by the horizontal 
projection of the slant range between the perturbed tran- 
sponder position and FLIP (Fig. 5). To quantify these trans- 
lational e:rrors, a/tz of + 25 m in the red transponder depth 
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TABLE II. Navigation error simulations. 

% change 
Perturbation in slant 

(m) range 

Translation 

% change from initial rms % of 
in horizontal Array tilt position error original 

range projection (deg) (m) (m) perturbation 

FLIP and array position with errors in transponder positions 
Red X + 25 0.1323 0.7780 0.000 15.802 
Green - 0.0693 - 0.3095 
Blue - 0.0724 - 0.2940 

Red 0.0110 0.0640 0.000 1.498 
Green X+ 25 -- 0.0124 -- 0.0550 
Blue 0.0012 0.0049 

Red 0.0576 0.3333 0.000 14.161 
Green 0.0636 0.2832 
Blue X+ 25 -- 0.1360 -- 0.5463 

Red Y + 25 - 0.0638 - 0.3663 0.000 7.540 
Green 0.0383 0.1708 

Blue 0.0296 0.1198 

Red -- 0.0669 -- 0.3880 0.000 15.849 
Green Y+ 25 0.1468 0.6636 
Blue - 0.0879 - 0.3567 

Red 0.0454 0.2627 0.000 11.149 
Green 0.0499 0.2223 

Blue Y+ 25 -- 0.1069 -- 0.4304 

Red Z+ 25 - 0.3083 - 1.8163 0.483 37.199 
Green 0.1778 0.7907 

Blue 0.1624 0,6567 

Red 0.1405 0.8112 0.375 29.320 
Green Z + 25 -- 0.2689 -- 1.2156 
Blue 0.1489 0.6022 

Red 0.1225 0.7076 0.382 30.631 
Green 0.1419 0.6311 

Blue Z + 25 - 0.2901 - 1.1915 

Red + 25 0.3561 
Green - 0.1865 
Blue - 0.1855 

FLIP and array positions with errorsin FLIP slantranges 
2.0453 0.424 41.936 

- 0.8346 

- 0.7543 

Red - 0.1454 -- 0.8450 

Green + 25 0.3122 1.3848 
Blue -- 0.1780 - 0.7236 

Red - 0.1279 - 0.7432 
Green --0.1577 --0.7054 

Blue +25 0.3284 1.3250 

7.11 28.4 

0.78 3.1 

6.45 25.8 

3.83 15.3 

8.73 34.9 

5.01 20.0 

18.13, 13.48 72.5, 53.9 

16.63, 12.39 66.5, 49.6 

14.46, 10.76 57.8, 43.0 

19.04, 15.73 76.2, 62.9 

0.315 33.396 18.28, 15.20 73.1,60.8 

0.315 34.034 16.08, 13.51 64.3, 54.0 

of Eq. (9) resulted in a 58-m FLIP xy position translation, 
and a 6x of + 25 m in the red transponder x position of Eq. 
(10) resulted in a FLIP xy position translation of only 22 m, 
illustrating that FLIP position is more sensitive to errors in 
transponder depth than to errors in transponder xy position. 

An error in transponder position, when the array is tilt- 
ed, will distort the vertical and azimuthal array orientation 
as well as impart a horizontal translation. A tilted array will 
show a horizontal translation comparable to the initially 
straight array, but with azimuthal and vertical rotations. 
The vertical angular change is similar to that of the straight 

array for depth perturbations and small but noticeable for 
horizontal perturbations. The azimuthal angular change is 
larger for both horizontal perturbations (0.3 ø tilt ) and depth 
perturbations ( 14 ø tilt). 

An error in a FLIP slant range also translates into an 
array positional error. An error which increases the slant 
range moves FLIP away from the transponder and the array 
closer. It also induces a tilt in the array making the bottom 
closer to the no-error position than the top, with a corre- 
sponding decrease in rms error from the top to bottom of the 
array. Table II shows the results of the simulation for + 25- 
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m errors in the three transponder slant ranges to FLIP. A 
transponder slant range error $, before iteration creates a 
translation error: 

L = h - x/h 2 - 265 s- (1]) 
where h and s are defined above. An error 6.• of + 25 m in 
the red transponder slant range of Eq. ( 11 ) yields a transla- 
tion error T• of 62.3 m prior to iteration. 

These simulations quantify the mapping of errors in 
slant ranges to errors in xy positions. The adjustment direc- 
tion is dictated by the measurement direction (horizontal 
range direction) not the model parameters (xy directions) 
or the error direction. The positions of FLIP and the array 
are more sensitive to errors in transponder depth and FLIP 
slant range than to errors in transponder horizontal position. 
This sensitivity is attributed to the constraint of fixed array 
depth (negligible measurement errors) necessitating an as- 
signment of the error to the horizontal projection. These 
errors are magnified and dispersed across the array. It was 
this dispersion that was used as a criteria for convergence 
during the transponder depth iteration. 

Ill. DATA ANALYSIS 

The motions of FLIP and the array are analyzed to de- 
termine the navigation accuracy, the extent of movement, 
and possible forcing functions driving the system. The data 
consisted of the GPS satellite positions acquired at FLIP, 
estimated FLIP positions spanning a period of 18 days with 
1-h samples, and estimated array element positions at a nom- 
inal depth of 850 m spanning a 24-h period. The GP$ posi- 
tions acquired aboard FLIP provide an independent verifi- 
cation of the estimated FLIP positions derived using the 
least-squares method ( Fig. 6). The GPS positions in latitude 
and longitude were converted to meters from the least- 
squares origin by calculating the local radius of the earth as 
follows•S: 

XGp s = rpo s 6(lat), 

where 

rpos = req [ 1 

Yovs = rpos cos(lat) 5(long), 
(12) 

--fsin 2 (lat) ], f= req -- rPø•ar 
Feq 

and where Xovs is the E-W distance, Yovs is the N-S dis- 
tance, rpo• is the earth's radius at the position latitude, 6 (lat) 
is the difference in latitude between the position and the ori- 
gin, 6(long) is the difference in longitude, lat is the latitude 
of the position, req is the earth's equatorial radius, and 
is the earth's polar radius. The observed 10-m rms deviation 
between the GPS and navigated FLIP positions is reassur- 
ing. FLIP positional errors are independent and distributed 
normally at a X • 0.05 level of significance with zero mean 
and a standard deviation of 1.1 m. Array positional errors 
may deviate from a normal distribution, depending on the 
nature of the transponder and receiver errors; however, con- 
sidering a receiver with low errors, a Gaussian distribution 
of 2.9-m mean and 0.81-m standard deviation may be com- 
pared at a 0.05 level of significance. Receiver detection 
threshold mismatch, tuned filter drift, sound-speed errors, 
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FIG. 6. Comparison of GPS satellite and acoustic navigation. FLIP GPS 
positions are compared to those estimated by the least-squares navigation. 
The large symbols represent the GPS positions, while the corresponding 
small symbols represent the estimated FLIP positions. A bias correction, 
attributed to drift of the transponders during deployment, of 24.5 m was 
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shown in the 6-m bin of (b) are due to transponder detection of multipath 
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the FLIP position, as described earlier, contribute to the 
mean. FLIP and array error distributions are shown in 
Fig. 7. 

The motion of FLIP (Fig. 8) is primarily controlled by 
the local wind field, the tides, and the tension on the mooring 
lines. The low-frequency movement of FLIP is driven by the 
local wind, primarily from the north during the entire exper- 
iment. The wind speed has a high negative correlation with 
FLIP N-S positions and, to a lesser extent, with FLIP E-W 
positions. This is expected as a northerly wind would tend to 
push FLIP toward the south. At 35* N latitude the tidal cycle 
is semidiurnal and appears as a prominent component in the 
FLIP time series. The tidal component in the E-W displace- 
ment lags 2 h behind the N-S component, producing a clock- 
wise rotation. This rotation is also seen in the calculated tidal 

velocity ellipse (Fig. 9 ), which lags the displacement by 90*. 
The tidal velocity ellipse, which includes contributions from 
both the barotropic and baroclinic modes, is comparable to 
simultaneous estimates of the current field recorded by cur- 
rent meters deployed at 50 and 100 m below the water sur- 
face from FLIP. Although the current meter measurements 
are relative to FLIP, the tidal component is four times as 
strong as the constrained FLIP component and leads in 
phase due to FLIP's massive structure and mooring line ef- 
fects. 

The motion of the array (Fig. 10) is controlled by the 
tides, the motion of FLIP, and possibly by internal waves or 
higher frequency surface motion that is unresolved in the 
FLIP data set. The longest period movement of the array 
was on the order of days and was driven by FLIP's response 

to the wind. This is inferred by the fact that the top array 
position was normally within a 30-m horizontal slant range 
of FLIP which traveled over 300 m during the 18 days (with- 
in 20 m in Fig. 11 ). The tidal cycle is evident as a 12-h oscilla- 
tion in the 24-h time series and as the 0.083-cycles/h peak in 
the spectrum (Fig. 12). 

Higher frequency array oscillations appear in the ex- 
panded time series in Fig. 10(c) and (d), but are not station- 
ary over the 24 h, and all but disappear from the spectrum 
during the averaging process. Although the sample-to-sam- 
ple motion of the array is on the same order as the errors, the 
errors are independent and Gaussian; therefore, we believe 
the fluctuations which occur with periods from 15 or 20 min 
to 2 h are due to array motion. Modeling the array as a 
simple pendulum where the center of mass is derived from 
four component parts (uplink wire, array, kevlar, and 
weights), the natural period of oscillation is just over 1 min. 
The damped natural period for a velocity of 5 cm/s is 7 min 
with a damping coefficient of slightly less-than critical. 
These periods do not coincide with the 0.3-2-h periods seen 
in the array data; therefore, the high-frequency motions 
must be due to environmental forcing functions. We believe 
it to be a combination of two processes: the coupling of the 
array to the surface and the array response to low-order 
modes of the internal wave field. The motion whose periods 
are from tens of minutes to many hours (V/iis'alii frequency 
in the N Pacific is about 20 min near the surface) and whose 
horizontal velocities of 1-2 cm/s are reasonable for a con- 

strained internal wave response[6 where typically horizontal 
currents are about 5 cm/s and horizontal current spectra is 
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FIG. 8. FLIP position time series. The FLIP positions are estimated approximately every hour and plotte•l over the 18-day experiment. The (a) x positions, 
increasing toward the east, and the {b) y positions, increasing toward the north, are plotted on the same relative vertical scale, but with different origins. 
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FIG. 9. Tidal current ellipse. (a) The cur- 
rent ellipse estimated from FLIP positions 
was calculated by finite riflefencing the 
18-day time series, low-pass filtcring the 
resulting hourly estimates, and then aver- 
aging 12-h segments. The tips of the cur- 
rent vectors were plotted from a common 
origin every hour. The 0 GMT vector is 
marked in cm/s. (b) Current meter data 
collected from FLIP represent 12-h seg- 
ment averages (O) over 13 days at 43 m 
and (*) over 20 days at 90 m. Mean veloc- 
ities of 7.5 cm/s E, 0.64 cm/s N at the 43- 
m site, and 7.2 cm/s E, -- 0.91 ½m/s N at 
the 90-m site were removed. 
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FIG. 10. Array position time series. The estimated po•ttions for the array 
section 8 navigation receiver are plotted relative to the median value. In (a) 
range increases toward the E, and in (b) toward the N. The area identified 
by a box in {a) and (b) is expanded in {c) and (d) to illustrate this high- 
frequency motion. 

dominated by the lower-order modes. J7 The motion spec- 
trum does not show a peak at the local inertial frequency,•S 
nor an c0- 2 energy dependency between the inertial frequen- 
cy (0.048 cycles/h) and the Viiisiilii frequency common in 
internal wave energy spectra. J9 This characteristic shape is 
apparently filled in by the coupled response to surface-gener- 
ated motions. 

The array shape during the experiment is modeled to 
first order as linear, but slightly tilted from vertical. The 
array shape plotted approximately every 3 rain over the first 
hour of data shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d) is illustrated in 
Fig. 11, where the horizontal deformation has been exagger- 
ated for clarity, extending 50 m in the horizontal compared 
to 1600 m in the vertical. These data show a linear array with 
receiver position deformations within the rms error estimat- 
ed by the least-squares procedure4; and with a deviation of 
less than 5 m across the array aperture, the array maintains a 
vertical orientation to within 0.5 ø . Array shape snapshots 
every 5 h over a longer period of time (20 h) show that the 
array follows FLIP to within a 30-m horizontal range (Fig. 
13). The change in array depth due to such a 30-m deviation, 
assuming a linear cable, is only I m, which is not significant. 
The array tilt from vertical is within about 10, considering 
the maximum deviation ( 15 m) shown across the aperture. 
The linear pendulumlike response is particularly apparent in 
the 2-rain snapshots as the array responds to the motion of 
FLIP and the internal wave field. Although the time se- 
quence of the individual estimates is not legible, the crossing 
uplink lines indicate small-scale array oscillations, through 
which the linear shape is maintained. It is evident that the 
array exhibits a more active response (presumably due to 
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FIG. 11. Array shape over 1 h. The positions 
of the ten deepest navigation receivers are 
shown over a l-h period. The top two receiver 
positions were deleted due to their large errors 
(Ref. 4). The two views are (a} East-West 
versus depth, and (b} North-South versus 
depth. The snapshots are spaced at approxi- 
mate 3-rain intm'vals and represent a subset of 
the data shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d}. 

internal waves) than FLIP by cxamining thc extent of FLIP 
motion compared to that of the array during the same time 
period. The array moves over four times the E-W distance 
covered by FLIP during the hour plotted in Fig. 11. 
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FIG. 12. Spectrum of array motion. For receiver (a) x position and (b) y 
position, the smooth curve is an averaged 1024-pt spectrum of 15, 50% 
overlapped, Kaiser-Bessel windowed (a = 2.5) 128-point time series plot- 
ted on a relative scale. A single spectrum was computed similarly over the 
entire time series and plotted on the same relative scale with 0.039-cycles/h 
resolution for more accurate identification of the narrow-band spectral 
components. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The least-squares method was implemented to convert 
measured travel time data to spatial positions for FLIP and a 
900-m vertical array by assuming a harmonic sound speed 
and normally distributed errors. Navigated FLIP positions 
(mean = 0.5 m, cr = 1.1 m) agree with positions obtained 
from GPS satellite navigation to within an rms error of 10 m. 
A mean error as small as 2.8 m with a standard deviation of 

0.8 m was obtained for array element position; however, 
each receiver displayed a unique error distribution due to 
variations in the array detectors. Array positions were found 
to be particularly sensitive to errors in FLIP position and 
transponder depth. This was demonstrated by simulation to 
be a result of the optimization constraints. Iteration of array 
depths and incorporation of a more accurate sound-speed 
correction has shown promising preliminary results by re- 
ducing the mean rms array element error to less than 1 m, 
while leaving the estimated positions within 0.2 m of the 
positions presented here. The navigated positions are tied to 
an absolute frame of reference using transponder GPS loca- 
tions, and the absolute positions are substantiated by the 
GPS positiong at FLIP and the high negative correlation 
between FLIP's N-S component and the wind speed. FLIP's 
position was driven by the winds and tides, but was con- 
strained to approximately a 300-m range by a three-point 
mooring. The array position was driven by tidal motions at a 
semidiurnal period, and apparently by internal waves and 
coupled surface-wave motion at higher frequencies. Array 
high-frequency motions were up to a factor of 4 larger than 
FLIP motions, although the array normally maintained a 
vertical orientation to within a tilt angle of 2 ø and remained 
within a 30-m range of FLIP. 
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versus depth and (b) North-South versus depth. Snapshots every 2 min are shown beginniing at 5:31 GMT over a 24-rain period. 
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